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vote did not give them higher wages. The bill which gave more men the right to vote did not give them higher wages. The bill which gave more men the right to vote over the result of political reform. The new express a certain disappointment into use in the thirties of the last century, it had when it was first invented. It came attached to the term the meaning which without any doubt we could do so if we could truthfully make a similar statement. Probably meant by it many of us could, claim “mean to-day what His Majesty King Edward once said, “We are all socialists; now”, and if the term “50-

IT is currently reported that the late

WITHOUT SOCIALISM
SOCIAL JUSTICE
Some would use the power of the State to foster certain tendencies, but we differ very widely in the means to carry out our common purpose. When we differ, it is in deciding on the means to be controlled by the people, and not as well to decide by the people. The extent we are all democrats and the extent the man more than the dollar decides the man more than the action that is being done. Every body that can hope for success, every dominating principle, industrial life is the democracy carried into industrial life is the principle of democracy, not because the Democratic party has beaten its rivals and come into control of the government, but for a defeat what may be called "triumphant defeat." For six months we have been living un-
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petition — meaning that beautiful, its

The thing first to be rescued is con-

interparably.

ment the industrial system would suffer
do very much, under an inept govern-

this plan requires that the State should try to outline, and it will appear that even

thing. Is this plan of action that I shall—
do nothing and ask Italy to do everything

golden mean between letting the State itself survive and is powerful. It seeks a

does survive, and is powerful. It seeks a

the State shall be asked to do happily

that would put a reasonable limit on what

very chaste and form; however, the spirit

or foolish enough to believe in it. In a

rect by foolish enough to advocate it

hands of the entire field of business, the

rule that would bid the State keep its

invoke the aid of the State in order to

able. Every one knows that we must

formally very sharp is now scarcely trace-

One difference of view which was

of the term,

calculis in the modern and current sense

is where large capital rules. Therefore do-

held of Industry or in that great part of

ie management — either in the whole

capital and for private management; pub-

For private capital they would put public

them and substitute something untitled.

reform. Others would abolish that sys-

Society, and these constitute a party of

Socrates
the business relations of life, and it might
I am to speak, however, of justice in
ful outlook for the future of mankind.
progress. It is the signaunt of any hope
conception of the importance of this
concept would reform it, have any
those who would reform it, have any
fountize the industrial state, and not all of
Hardly any of those who would reform
made is progress in power to produce
process, the one which is most undescri-
a living. Of all conditions of human hap-
crushes one to enable the survivors to get
reality, and lives enough would be
increase till its cruellest effects would be
many of us could not live. Poverty would
and the technical progress should cease,
were to go on in the future as it has done,
ables us to live; and if world-crowding
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without being supplied by monopolies, shall be enabled to continue his work; and property that we have thus far obtained, which has given us the amount of power that we demand that private initiative, monopoly, or natural resources, etc.; I am prepared to claim that it is in this spirit of legislation, party reform, the consensual jury. On this ground we insist on trusts no one is shielded out for particular interests to reduce general earnings; even though to make it grow larger. It is an unjust act to do everything that they possibly can do to increase their income, and not only allow the general division of it, but to increase the way of pro- remove hindrances in the way of pro-

Every man, woman, and child has a

without socialism

Perfect right to be protected from it. I am prepared to stand this loss and have for a myriad of honest laborers who are production and reduce its fruits would party that should systematically hinder and so, in a sense, rob everybody. A one party to reduce the general income another, it is almost as clearly wrong for clearly wrong for one party to plunder clearly, while it is the principle of justice. While it is but I am not able to see that the mere small, may be divided right or wrong? Whatever there is, be it large or small, whatever the division of whatever income concerns the division of whatever income be the division of whatever income

Social justice
Our industrial system has many faults.

Be time for desperate measures. All such efforts shall have failed, it will power in the effort to improve it. When way to test this question is to use all our system is capable of; and the only sure done is to see how much rectifying the first thing to be team comes from the belief that it is irrevocable to revolutionize the system.

The impulse to revolutionize the system is a class they have thus far reached. As a class they have thus far reached a point of soon sinking to a lower level than benefit for themselves and with a prospect without more than a momentary fall in without more than a momentary fall in the capital. They would have pulled down the capital, they would be worse than their present position shrinking in their hands until their position class, the amount thus gained would
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is removed improves the status of our own evil system. Every single one that
removing them. Every single one that
ness of the evils measures the gain from
much more than tolerable. The Great-
able state. If we can remove the evils
satisfaction and most of us are in a toler-
Faist. The worst of amount us is above
we have thus far survived in spite of the
we have thus far survived in spite of the
fact that the future, we want from that future, to make us despair for our future? On the
show how badly off we are? Will it
impression shall we get? Will it merely
them. If we give them all satisfaction, what
which we can make by doing away with
which we can make by doing away with
the greater is the sum total of gain
able reform, and the longer the life of
Without Socialism

which can be cited deserves one posi-
such a ground of hope. Every such evil
result from mistakes or faults are just
the evils of our own social system which
there would be no hope for us. Now
had come when we were doing our best,
come because of our own faults. If they
It is the fact that our misfortunes have
fords these brightest hope for our future.

oso: "The worst fact is our past at-
Athens by this very sound bit of phil-
crees. Demosthenes encountered the
armies seemed about to overwhelm
in antiquity. When the Macedonian
one which is recorded in a famous case
different. The one that I draw is like
ference we draw from this fact that are
here we are happily agreed. It is the
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Labor against all wealth. The constitution of classes, it is not one that mars its

e and power. It is not one that mars its

primaries, and proportions of the people, as the members of the working-class,

are interested mainly in the same reforms

natural allies of honest labor, and they

are interested mainly in the same reforms

In the struggle, for reforms we have

enormous possibility of improvement.

It will show an enormous possibility of improvement.

The gains of carrying out a complete re-

formatory program, and so get an estimate of

the gains of carrying out a complete re-

formatory program, and so get an estimate of

bad influences, and so get an estimate of

bad influences, count the number of such

people. We can take, as it were, a social
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without socialism

shall then try to get

What are a few of the things that we

for them.

count on having its full power exerted

really controlled by the people we can

the past. When the government is thus

of rings and bosses as on a helicopter of
days as to make us look back on the rule
democracy of our earlier and simpler
ably will, they will so far restore the

social justice
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forms of his life.

Dangers and injurious occupations come much nearer than it is.

waiting for the twenty-fourth century to wait, or do anywhere waiting, and elsewhere there is no chance to make this plain with continuous through the twenty-four hours, means of steel-making, labor in two shits better paid. Where, as in some depart-
work still less severe, less prolonged, and the twenty-fourth century we should see continue, and long before the dawn of period, normally this progress should when they were at the beginning of the same thing, and they are always the larger instead of more nearly two thirds, while

faculties has come to cover only a little

SOCIAL JUSTICE
between homes and places of labor. A
amount of traveling that has to be done
like, measures that would reduce the
with urban railroads, subways, and the
trains the struggle; but we ought to have,
get rapid transit and shall have to con-
In our larger cities, we are struggling
systems that can be universally used.
With it we need telephone and telegraph
standards maintained in other countries,
veloped one that will come nearer to the
need a more highly de-
We have the beginnings of a parcel
nature has given to us.
the spend thriftly with the patrimony that
should be possible for us to cease to play
minerals have not been husbanded. It
regard for the future. Coal and other
W I T H O U T  S O C I A L I S M
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in the righteousness of the decisions we
censure. We probably excel some nations
dilatory and crushingly costly Legal pro-
and accepting the wrong inflicted by a
the wrong inflicted by a yellow-citizen to
offered a choice between submitting to
quintessence of Injustice. A citizen is
and delay which in itself is the very
cost, rude, that mean an amount of cost
hampers by detailed statutes and routine
the whole system of Court procedure is
Generally speaking, they are honest; but
here impugn the motives of Judges,
yield, they give it to the poor? We do not
we need and, in particular, do
outstanding of Legal Injustice. We have
Social Justice demands some effective

WITHOUT SOCIALISM

improving the status of working-women,
earned by a comprehensive policy for
to be gained, and a vast amount is to be
moving this evil, but much still remains
labor. We are making headway in re-
of young children by hard and prolonged
 cruelty has been the crushing of the life
of all industrial abuses of the past the
outlying districts.

With right and should be moved bodily to
iniminent danger of congestion
manufacturing which exposes great cities
sooting to this measure much of the
without robbing the owners of it. By re-
of General Benevolence, and that, too,
quite land for carrying out any policy
free use of the principle of "eminent

SOCIAL JUSTICE
Without Socialism

Sixty acres and a face, forty acres and a mule, or a hundred and fifty acres and a horse, a hoe, or a mow of hay, may have either live acres and a horse, or a hundred acres and a man, or a hundred and fifty acres and a man, or a hundred acres and live acres. The farmer, who has the power of a smith, will perhaps be the owner of a smith, will perhaps be the owner of a smith. Will perhaps be the owner of a smith. Will perhaps be the owner of a smith.

The man who has never sold corn, social system we wish for and work for, is an essential feature of the class. This is an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class.

The man who has never sold corn, social system we wish for and work for, is an essential feature of the class. This is an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class. Part into an independent working-class.
What we are talking about, however, is a vast material plains, certainly are, several companies themselves, with their combinations the measure, with their mature, as they are ever likely to be, not yet in the fullest power, and this extent can be dipped in the bud? Are these great combinations reprise which these great combinations represent is it possible that anything whatsoever monopolies are being in an infantile stage, or our eyes, it seems an absurdity to speak of trust, and other combinations before our

With the steel trust, the Standard Oil

Growing over time.

We have come early enough to prevent it from coming early enough to prevent it from

Wisdom measures, adopted even now, will we shall find later what it is capable of power for evil. If we let it grow freely, and has by no means revealed its full

SOCIALISM

SOCIAL JUSTICE
The prices everywhere else, by forcing a small ideal is operating and keeping up goods below cost in the territory where the control of raw materials by selling under proper rules of the time. By securing by coal play, which would be impossible them keep, they can disable their rivals on price which is highly pernicious.

These combinations now possess a make life comfortable, and greater abundance, the things which are an ability to turn out, in greater a consistently increasing power over na.

It is to-day the only means of insuring a human life that is worth living, progress which is indispensable for man.

WHY SOCIALISM

WE can liberate competition, destroy such monopolistic power as they point. I am making is that we can do-

under a real, and secure monopoly. The make them as high as they would be country to have them, but they cannot higher than it is for the interest of the their prices higher than they should be check on their action. They can make chart the case, and that something puts a

Business men know that this is some makers and vendors of their special licensed by the Government to be the their products; is it as though they were safely charge anything they please for. Have they such a power that they can but the element of monopoly that is in them, is not the mere size of the companies.
It will be as necessary under socialism to prevent the increase of poverty and increase of wealth as it is now. The only way to prevent the increase of poverty and increase of wealth is to provide for the future generations of men. This will involve the distribution of wealth and progress among the various departments, and the prevention of the increase of poverty and increase of wealth.

Therefore, the future generations of men must be provided for in the same way as the present generations. The only way to prevent the increase of poverty and increase of wealth is to provide for the future generations of men. This will involve the distribution of wealth and progress among the various departments, and the prevention of the increase of poverty and increase of wealth.

Thus, the future generations of men must be provided for in the same way as the present generations. The only way to prevent the increase of poverty and increase of wealth is to provide for the future generations of men. This will involve the distribution of wealth and progress among the various departments, and the prevention of the increase of poverty and increase of wealth.

It is possible to give to every child that which is the sum of all the practices that have been made so far. But this will involve the distribution of wealth and progress among the various departments, and the prevention of the increase of poverty and increase of wealth.
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produce and what employers can pay, without some reference to what labor
want in a rough-and-ready way, through
adjusting wages. They are fixed at press
very greatest is a chance in the mode of
wages of monopoly that is near the
size of it. I have claimed for the reason
of vital importance as well as the general
of the division of the social income is

The division in exactly that way.

times in exactly that way.

swell. The ten-hour day succeeded the
ful. The ten-hour day succeeded the
or making industry more and more fruitful
come by the diametrically opposite plan
enough for it, and it may be made to
the figures more moderate and allow time
most of the income to be divided. Make

SOCIAL JUSTICE

without socialism

can never come by a war which destroys
ing that a four-hour day and high wages
it easier to seize it. It goes without say-
pling the productive power, and so making
the capital useless to its owners, by crib-
I have also announced an intention of mak-
more or less corresponding ratio. They
same time the pay will be forced up in the
eight, six, and half; four, while the time
downward from ten hours per day to
intention of forcing the hours of labor
leaders of the Industrial Workers of
position in the general economic field.
ion on the preservation of normal compe-
so far as it is possible to judge, it depends
socialism it will be difficult to get. In
as under the present system; but under

SOCIAL JUSTICE
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entirely possible to remove the hindrances entirely prevent it from working, and that it is makes for Justice; that it is impossible to imperfect society the fundamental law whenever a man discovers that in a highly this is one of them, and is reached science, as well as on those of nature, into points on the mountain-tops of Social Progress. If there are "Inspiration" points, this is the most inspiring fact for the forces that disturb it can be so. In the action cannot be stopped, while that of produces and get the largest rewards — if produces at which they can create the largest points which they can move without hindrance to the can move without hindrance to the free — so long as labor and capital monopoly is excluded and competition is a law of evolution, and so long as no-

without Socialism

abuses this basic law asserts itself. Like produces. In the midst of all prevalent to every laborer substantially what he without hindrances, would actually give employed, and if it could work entirely of produces between employers and em-

Social Justice

and the bates and horrors that result, there is but underneath all these struggles and and they easily run into violent warfare; morally. The contests are always costly, lookouts, is bad economically and worse ever, which involves many strikes and worse, for Justice. Any method, how-

Social Justice

and not therefore, without the action
There are beginnings of a good method of providing it when more time is available, and take the responsibility of being done; and I must claim that it can be done, I must claim that it can
time to discuss a scheme by which this time to discuss a scheme by which this
crude test of strength. There is no method of adjudicating claims than by
in that way again. This means a better
plea for Justice, they can live with them
without having them; and it was can
men have lived with their employers
Justice. I'll recently American work-
peace. Any similar division may proceed
divide, however, by a fair rule and live in
terest in taking the whole catch. They
boat and ash together, each one is in-

WITHOUT SOCIALISM
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I am not predicting a complete mill-benevolent economic effects also will be vast and reform will be the best ones, but the moral effects of this and good will. The moral effects of this heart and character and to put distrust is need not make the parties equation.

These measures are beyond everywhere is this and between buyers and sellers everywhere is the effect of classes there may be as the effect of many measures ever attempted. Struggles by the spirit of fraternity than we can by portable waste and do more to revive in the United States, we shall save a de-

is that if we get a plan which works well in New Zealand, in Australia, and in

SOCIAL JUSTICE

WITHOUT SOCIALISM
times what it was, he can afford to pay the transaction. If this catch is now the boat. He can do it and make money by him to pay me interest on the cost of the getting by means of it, and it is right for myself of the extra product I have been denied to lend it to him and I do so, I deplore my neighbor asks me money from me. If my neighbor asks me the extra return which my new invention gives me, I have a right to make it my catch by very, I have a right to a share and I make a cause which multiplies. If we are living together from the something. That is that it is right for capital to get what it does not appeal. The General view does not appeal. The General view, this most men's instinctive judgment this should take all the product of it. To whom bring empty hands to the mills.

W ithout socialism, that interest is robbery, and that the men ought to have no return whatever, and starts with the assertion that capital system will not convince any man who Our plea for the justice of the coming.

It, we have wit and energy enough to make (3) The coming State will be whatever better, and there are many to be made.

(2) Every reform will make it tolerable. (1) The present State is reads thus: (1) The present State is We also can make a syllogism, and if will make work lighter, pay better, will make work lighter, pay better, the forces which, without revolution, can see how to realize it. We can trace We claim that it is possible and that we State is impossible under private capital.‘’Our premise were true—„The Good

SOCIAL JUSTICE
given the economic study of which I have given the
barred? The whole point of the eco-
is a lost paradise whose gates are forever
distant from the present earth; that it
states an Eden of the past and hopelessly
Do you tell me that this is a primitive
higher pay and a chance to save capital.
means for laborers
accumulation of capital—that is active
devising and introducing causes—and
and more merged. Invention—that is,
class and the capitalist class are more
shares in boats, and that the laborers
begin to get boats of their own, or
which means that laborers, in the end,
capital means rising big-breasted.
boat, under a normal condition, multiply
will be kept by the owner of any one
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and the smaller the share which
were given to the men who were hired to work
larger the share which will have to be
and the more the boats multiply, the
higher than he was originally catching;
for me, I shall have to give him more
snude another man to take it and giv
in lieu of the extra return and still

SOCIETY
The principle grows up in the course of play, friendship, and what is possible by force of habit and family. If they play fairly, the greater part of the work will be equally distributed among them. The greater part of the workers will be so comfortable that, if not paid to be the best, they will come when and as their B.C.s have been. A victory for one and a game for each team are clear whenever an end is reached, and a greater victory is possible in spite of the means and the fact that each end is made of it.

That social justice is possible in spite of the means and the fact that each end is made of it.

What we have before us for study is a city, the New Jerusalem is a city, in the sense of machine-building. Sculptures the primitive Eden was a Gar, its tendency toward justice. In the essential condition of this primitive life created in complex modern life the most

44 SOCIAL JUSTICE
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agitation can create. I confess to a private
more attractive than any other which in
gereral brought to mind. To some this seems
and the picture is formed by a vision of
seat of Great Riches and General Equit
without a picture of a picture of a picture
beartic visions. It offers much in that
Socialism can have no monopoly of
of the contests of the economic sphere.
may come, not in spite of, but by means
of men my praise God and His Kingdom
ions of the modern market. The wrath
actually arise out of the fierce contest
New Jerusalem may now hold sway. A New Jerusalem may
ness to rule in the very place where strife
work with, and cause Justice and Kind-
out of the difficult material we have to
Socialism. We may build a new earth
SOCIAL JUSTICE

SOCIAL JUSTICE

dream, but a scientific deduction from
make the hope of a future Eden no day-
the way to a transformed world and
like a shield, so changed that it shall open
waged with bombs and bludgeons, looks
then see a contest, which, when it is
will not need to be embittered. You will
rule of right—and men's hearts, at least,
~ice—let both parties seek to follow a
those economic contests the sense of jus-
rightly toward the victor. Develop in
his defeat, but he may act rightly and feel
close. The beaten man may not enjoy
together as brothers when the contest
Vigorously in the market and living
veloped would come from combating
manhood that can anywhere be de-
keen but honorable rivalry. The noblest
46
Without Socialism.

Grander achievements.

Future and the starting-point for still vision of to-day will be the reality of to-morrow, and the dazzling reality of to-day will be the impossible to-day will be passed.

Better, again and still more distant goal and still more distant goal will be reached and the nearer goal will soon be reached and the step forward and upward, and the every point attained by its predecessor. Every each generation advances beyond the.

In general, following the route and lose themselves in the distance. When ever there is they lose range beyond range rain and face an unending route to and former can point to his debatable mound.

The best condition now is sight. The re-proofament is the essential trait of the paradise. The capability for further in preference to either is a progressive the human race; but what I should choose the sake of the permanent well-being of of purgatory, I should prefer the latter, for a stationary paradise and a progressive as the universe shall exist. As between steps and actually making them so long shows humanity striving to make forward all else, the continuance of progress, and once for a prospect which assures, before.

Social Justice